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Special Collections


(650) 725-1022
specialcollections@stanford.edu
Green Library
557 Escondido Mall 
Stanford, CA 94305-6064









Accessibility
Accessible to persons with limited mobility.



About us

Our purpose is to acquire, arrange, describe, preserve, and make available materials of enduring historic value to support the research needs of Stanford students and faculty as well as the larger community of scholars. Our department comprises three distinct collecting divisions: Manuscripts, Rare Books, and University Archives; a public services division; and an exhibitions and publications program. 


Using the library




Important information about access to collections
We are undergoing a major collection move through 2026. Access to materials may be limited. Most of the rare books collections and portions of the manuscript and archives collections will be difficult to consult from August 2023 to April 2024. If you are planning a research visit or class session, please contact Special Collections to determine availability and options. 
Students and scholars from outside of Stanford should contact the staff with inquiries before they make their plans. Let us know what you are interested in.
Learn more about access to Stanford's rare and distinctive materials.
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Guides
	African American studies
	Asian and Asian American community at Stanford
	Black students at Stanford
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Events

	
Aug
11

—
Mar
24


Embodied Knowledge: Women and Science Before Silicon Valley 
Exhibition
8/11/2023
August 11, 2023 - March 24, 2024

Open in map







Meet the staff


Hanna Ahn
Assistant University Archivist, Special Collections

hahn1@stanford.edu






Benjamin Albritton
Rare Books Curator, Special Collections

blalbrit@stanford.edu






Glynn Edwards
Assistant Director, Special Collections

gedwards@stanford.edu






Anna Cristina Lee
Photography Curator, Special Collections

annaclee@stanford.edu






Timothy Noakes
Head of Public Services, Special Collections

tnoakes@stanford.edu






Josh Schneider
University Archivist, Special Collections

jschne@stanford.edu






Benjamin Stone
Curator for American and British History, Humanities Resource Group

bstone@stanford.edu






Robert Trujillo
Associate University Librarian, Special Collections, University Librarian's Office

trujillo@stanford.edu
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